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NordArt is celebrating an anniversary this year: For the 20th time, painting, sculpture, photography and installation works by 200 selected 
artists from around the world will be exhibited at Kunstwerk Carlshütte. NordArt is one of the largest contemporary art shows in Europe, 
conceived by chief curator Wolfgang Gramm as a Gesamtkunstwerk, an overall artwork embedded into an unique exhibition venue formed 
by the historical iron foundry and extensive park grounds. 
More than 3000 applications by artists from 105 countries were received this year.

The exhibition, while nourished by the varying perspectives of individual cultures, also clearly illustrates that East and West, North and South 
share many common hopes and dreams. For deeper insight, NordArt each year devotes a special pavilion to a different country and turns 
the spot light on a Focus Artist. NordArt sees itself as a scope for cultural development and a source of inspiration for artists from around the 
globe, whether they are internationally renowned or newcomers.

This year’s Country Focus is on the Czech Republic. Under the exhibition title „On the Borders of Limitlessness and the Future“, will be intro-
duced sculptors and painters using techniques other than the classical ones. Curated by Lucie Pangrácová and Michal Gabriel from Prague. 
Patron of the Czech Pavilion will be the Ambassador of the Czech Republic to Germany, His Excellency Mr. Tomáš Jan Podivínský.

Simultaneously, Czech-born sculptor and longtime professor in both Prague and Kiel Jan Koblasa (1932-2017) takes centre stage as Focus 
Artist. NordArt thus not only bows to a great artistic personality - it also wishes to honour a man who gave important impulses especially 
during its early years.

Longstanding cooperations with the Chinese Embassy in Berlin and Chinese cultural institutions and close ties to the Chinese art scene have 
in the past led to many spectacular displays at NordArt. Contemporary art from China will again receive special attention in 2018.

Many previous awardees will be represented this year too: winners of the Public Choice Awards as well as artists who have received the 
NordArt Prize endowed with 10,000 euros which is sponsored by Hans-Julius and Johanna Ahlmann.

Kunstwerk Carlshütte

A non-profit cultural initiative of the internationally operating ACO Group and the towns of Büdelsdorf and Rendsburg, Kunstwerk Carlshütte 
is a unique location for exhibitions, concerts, readings, theatre performances and film screenings. At its heart is NordArt, featuring selected 
artists from around the world during the summer months each year since 1999. They take to the stage in the huge halls of the historic iron 
foundry with a floor space of some 22,000 square metres (236,000 square feet) as well as the sculpture park measuring some 80,000 square 
metres (860,000 square feet)
Kunstwerk Carlshütte has been home to the international Orchestra Academy of the Schleswig-Holstein Music Festival since 2011. The ACO 
Thormannhalle was specially converted into a rehearsal and concert space for an audience of 1200 listeners. In addition to NordArt and the 
festival being good neighbours cultivating a worldwide artistic network, they also promote the crossover between visual arts and music. 
The hosts at Kunstwerk Carlshütte are entrepreneurial couple Hans-Julius and Johanna Ahlmann. 

NordArt 2018: 9 June to 7 October 2018  •  Public Opening  Ceremony on 9 June, 5pm  •  Opening Times: Tue-Sun 11am - 7pm
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